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(MUSIC)

BLAIR: I'm Wendy Blair with NPR's OPTIONS IN EDUCATION .

(MUSIC)

OPTIONS IN E6UCATION is4a news magazine about all the issues
and development in education - from the ABC's of primary education
to the alphabet soup of government programs. If you've ever been
to school, we have something that will interest you. ,

On this edition of OPTIONS IN EDUCATIUT - Conflict in Theory,
Research & Practice.

'Conflict in Theory:

GRETCHEN SCHAFFT: ."No one is to blame. If integnation
doesn't work-perfectly, who should be surprised?"

Conflict in Research: .

_ARV-HARVEY RUBIN: "Well, marijuana is supplied by the
Federal government. As far as the films-are concerned,
these are stag films which can be purchased in just
about/any town in this country of decent size . . "

Conflict in Practice:

VIRGINIA NORDEEN: "Men are standing on principle.
They're not going to be stepped on. They're standing .
up for what's right. The wdman is a trouble-maker,
hot-shot -,we don't want,to hire her or move her
around because she's going to make trouble."

(MUSIC - "Teach Your Children")

BLAIR: Schools teach our children, of course. But there's always
disagreement ,.:Jout what they teach and how well. So, in some sense,
schools are always on trial - and we are the judges.

At least one judge - author & critic Jonathon KoZol.- has
reached a verdict. Kozol, the author of Death At An Early Age and
The Night Is Dark And I Am Far From Home, shares his strong opinions
with Cary Frumkin of member station.WHA in Madisn, Wisconsin.

FRUMKIN: Recently, Jonathon, you've linked Patricia Hearst to this
concern of yours. Can you explain that to us?

KOZOL: After talking with informants in California and other eec-
tions of the nation, those whc haveprotected 20,000 people like
Patricia Hearst - all of whom are now, or in recent months, have
been living underground, I am reliably conVinced that Patty Hearst
did not join the SLA due to any form of torture, terror or the like -
solely because she went to pieces totally at the filet authentic
contact in her life with harsh realities of poverty, starvation and
extremes of hunger.. Patricia's shock at the-starvation and hunger
which she"discovered with the SLA was the direct consequence of the
dishonest education she received during her years in school. The
identical kind which is provided in both public and private schools

1
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which serve rich children in every section of this nation. A skin
deep; ihallow patriotism of the' kind kids received during 12 years
of school depends upon a total,shutting out of all,realities - of
both the good and evil in our land.

It leads in every case either to mindless murde..-s - as in My
Lai - obedient thieves at Watergate - numb and paralyzed observers
like 90%'of thepopulation'of this country - or desparate rebels
like Patricia Hearst.

FRUMKIN: Now, how about elaborating just a bit on how the public
schools fit into all of this? , .

KOZOL: The public school is a classic example-.of consumer fraud..
Itadvertiset ethict; truth and education. What it sells is straight.
indoctrination. These conclusions - sumMarized,from 40 classroom
visits that I have made from coast-tc-Ooast during the past five
years - are'reinforced by infolow.tion gained.from students who have
'lived within the Underground or c1 to it since 1972.

We either drive our kids%to iead this self7despising kind Of
'life - of mindless automaton4 like:the soldiers at, My Lai - or
else into that desperate.existende Of those 20,000 kids now under-
ground throughout the nation,

If schools don't.change, there will.be 50,000 morejike Patty
Hearst within the next..five years. Schools set out to guarantee
that we end up with.Nixon, Haldeman; Westmoreland - not Thoreau,
not Martin Luther King.

FRUMKIN: Now, in View of thete concerns, what would you.advocate?

KOZOL: .It seems to'me an ideal moment right now = at this.second
centennial of the U. S. Revolution - to'turn the schools that serVe
Our.kids both upside down and inside out. Nol.onger to make.the
primary goal of education what it.has been for the past 100 years.
to "make this nation strong" - because we're plenty strong enough.
You can only destroy the wide world once. But, rather to make us-
ethical and judicious in the.use of'strength.

To do this means to turn the traditional priorities of public
schooling zystems absolutely upside down. In the words of Thoreau,
"We should be humans first and subjects second." If we don't, if
we don't make this kind of change, the next ten years for sure will
see a massive,increase in the'use of violence, of sabotage, resit-
tence and rebellion, and emotional collapse of every kind - byt,
primarily, frt.= thechildren of the rich.

FRUMKIN: Now, there are a lot of peopie who would say you're jink-
ing a'lot of rather disparate elements here wi.Ehout.a whole lot of
evidence,. How would you answer that?

KOZOL: Generally, out of the simple logic that People like John'
'Dean and General Westmoreland and ichard Nixon didn't come out of
ostrich eggs. Nothing comet out of nothing. These people were
prepared for twelve law-Mandated years to swallow the chauvinittic,
narrow, dishonest,.patriotic lies that are fed to every one of us
in public school and also in private schools for riCh kids as well.
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Now a lot of people would like to say, "Doesn't-it all start
in'the home?" Or, ."Doesn't it come from the pressure of.peers?"
Or, "Doesnt,it come from watching TV, thb media, radio, magazineS?"
Well, of.coursef it oomes from every place. But there's one dis-.
tinction about the.school:.. If you don't like what your dad or mom
is saying, you can leave the table. You-might not get your deSsert.
If you 'don't like what.they're saying in the Boy Scout Troop or
the Brownies, you can quit the troop, and go'off and read Thoreau
off on a iLlaside on your own. And if you don't like What you're

'watching on TV, you can throw it out the windoW. But if you don't
like what they're telling you in public school, you have no alter-.

'native within the law, unless 'You're prepared to go to that more
.obviouS form of.prison - called a reform school.

FRUMKIN: .Views of Joro.thon Kozol. Thank you, Jonathon. Author
and outspoken critic of the.education this.pountryprovides for its
children. tor National Public Radio, this is Cary Frumkin n

, Madison, Wisconsin.

BLAIR: In fact; social scientists generally don't agree with.Kozol
about the power of schools. Most research seems to indicate that'
-children learn far more at home, on the sideWalk,.or in.front of,the
televiSion than they do in school.

One soqial scientist who does agree with Jonathon ozol - hat
schools are a powerful influence is Dr. Kenneth B. Cla , whose
research on the effects of desegregation on Black child en was cited
by the Supreme Court in its 1954 decision outlawing pu lic school
segregation.' Like Kozol, Clark believes that schools h 'Ve played,
anecontinue to play, a powerful, but generally negative *role in
shaping young People. What,schools now do to Black children is
difficult to dramatize as Clark explains to NPR Reporter Marti
Griffin.

CLARK: If you look back at 'the.Sixties, the'kinds of civil rights
'problems that were being dealt with were rather concrete, visible
ones such as segregation.in.transportation. You know, the Martin
King civil disobedience movement.'stemmed directly out .of Rosa Park's,
being required to sit in the bai.4.: of the bus. All of those specific

' and concrete forms of raCism 'lade rially been.removed. .They were
the kinds of racism that were relatively.easy to dramatize% You
could protest against them, and you could.know when' you'd had those
signs removed. You would know when Blacks were no longer required

.

to sit in the back of the bus:. when they were no longer excluded
from theaters, etc.

The ones that remainand they're the toughest ones -.are
those that*deal with education: educational retardation, employ-
ment .discrimination. How,do you dramatize reading retardation?
How do you dramatize econemic/job discrimination that's not Only
subtle but stem prettyrlirectly out of the primary inequity of
racially segregated and inferior schools. _The fact of the matter
is you don't really require racially prejudiced personnel directors
now to have a limit on the number of.Blacks who can be employed in
certain kinds of jobs - that require educational training and skills.

The basic racial discrimination is being done for prejudiced
'personnel & employers-by the'schools, The-schools are making sure
that a vast percentage of Blacks and colored minorities are not
competitive to whites. Novi., how do you dramatize.that? I' don't,
know., And I wish somebody did. I wish we ha.d a Martin'Luther King

.
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living today Who%could take these problems - thaE Martin, in the
latter days of his found to be difficult to deals with. -'if
We could find.a brilliant, charismatic figure who could bring to

.

the Present deep problew of racial injustice in education, in
employment, in housing the drama of the methods that Martin Luther
King used in terms of discrimination in transportationi and other
conCrete ways, we'd be well on ur way.

GRIFFIN: What-about those statistics.that indicate that even when
a Black has equal education attainment with a white that he receives
less pay on the., average and fewer promotions? ,

0

CLARK: No question about that: And'I interpret that as meaning
that there are too few such Blacks. Aalong as there's a relatively
small percentage'of BlaCks who are.competitive educationally, then,
,the system can't impose on them a continuation of racial discrim.ina-
tion than is impothed generally_ The system will be hard-pressed to
do that if. we ncrease the pool - and the percentage of Blacks who
are competitive educationally

BLAIR: Social Scientist Kenneth B. Clark talking with NPR Reporter
Marti Griffin. Right now, Clark, who is Black, is embroiled in a
bitter dispute with several white social scientists - particularly
James Coleman. 'Normally, social scientists don't go public'with
their professional criticisms of each other's work, but Dr. Clark
has'accused Dr. Coleman of deliberately lying to'the American public
about busing'and white flight, and of trying to deny Blacks their
basic constitutional rights. We'll have Clark's attack and Coleman's
response on next week's. OPTIONS IN EDUCATION.

MERROW: i want you to tell me what desegregation is.

CHILD: I don't know what it is.

.CHILD: I. don't know what it is either.

CHILD: Do you know what it is? I'll find it up in the dictionary.

CHILD:. No, I don't know ei-ther.

CHILD: I don't know'what it is definitely.

CHILD: I know what irrigaticn is - but segregation. I can take -a
guess.

SCHAFFT: NO one's to blame. If integration doesn't work perfectly,
who should"be surprised.

BLAIR: One of the reasons It's not perfect is that weot,end to be
afraid - perhaps.becLise we don't have much to go on. Most of the
ieearch has focused on test scores, what happens to academic per-
formance when Blacks and whitea go to school tbgether. The conven-
tional wisdom has been that once a. school becomes more than half
Black, thc rest of the whites will do their best to leave, too. But
there are schools in which whites are a small minority. What happens
inthat case? What's it like when the roles are reversed?

Gretchen Schafft has just completed a study of one such public
.school, 'which she calls "Green Trees Elementary School". At Green
Trees, which is in Washington, R. C., whites make up only 10% of the
student body. She ekplains her I5-month study, and the results, to
John Merrow.



SCHAFFT: I wanted to look at white children who constitute a
minority in a public school - because I think that's a\xelatively
ignored population, and an_important population. Instead of going
into a school with a questionnaire, I went in with the iNlea of
keeping my eyes and ears open, and interacting with.the Children
as much as posSible..

,

So, I presented myself as a volunteer to the,teachers; letting
them.know I was also doing a study of children. But I let the
teachers.decide what kinds of activities would be most useful to
carry on in the classroom. And one of the activities that evolved
was a community project in which children looked at their community,
went out and took pictures of their communit with cameras, and
,talked about historical aspects of their own neighborhood. In the

/ process of doin g. that, the children drew maps of the neighborhood
/ and on those maps they located their own homes, the homes of their

' friends, the school, and the streets between all of these plces.\
And I found in looking at the maps later that no Black child had \
pictured a white child on his or her map, and only, a few white
children had located the homes of Black children on their maps, and
I came to the conclusion that this was one aspect of territoriality
among the children.

MERROW: What's territory? Does that mean turf -cterritoriality?

SCHAFFT: Yeah, I think turf is possibly a better waY of putting it.
What kinds of locations do we find children in - in the school, out-
side of school, in the neighborhood? Where are children finding
their most comfortable places to play and to interact with one another?

MERROW: Does that mean that, essentially, the way the school functioned
was - it was integrated in name only, but basically white kids stayed
together and the Black kids stayed together?

SCHAFFT: I don't think that's really the most accurat'e statement.
There is interaction in the classroom. When you only have one or
'two white children in 4 classrbom of thirty Black children, there's
going to be lots and lots of interaction. But outside of school hours,
the white children orient themselves to their other white friends,
,primarily. And they know_where their friends live, and they go from
their own homes to the homes of their friends - rather than just freely
maneuvering through the "turf's,- as we aid before. The area is not
their stomping grounds completely. Their homes are their stomping

.

'grounds.

MERROW: Now, you have some ideas as to why that happened, though.

SCHAFFT: I think it goes-back to our basic anxieties,in our long
history, than less than total relaxatj.on between the races. White
parents, who are raising children in a minority, situation, in pri-
marily Black neighborhoods, are anxiousabout their children when
they.leave their homes. "Where are you going, Alice?" "I'm going to
go to Jane's house." "Well, when you get to Jane's house, call me up
and tell me you've arrived."

MERROW: You're talking'about fear,.

SCHAFFT: Well, I think fear is astr4-,ng. word. I think that is an
alert reaction of parents to potuntial dilgers in the neighborhood.
Now, when they're ?laying on the akr.*et,.hhe children will be much
more spontaneous and there'll'be p:.-up groUpS of racially mixed

a
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children playing together, and the children'ard much freer in their
interactions. ',But, when they're actually making their plans in ad-'
vance, the children tend.to orientthemselves toward other white
children.

MERROW: You use\the phrase -'"the imperfect mesh between ideology,
and behavior". Ancryou're really talking about, I think, parents
in that case'.

SCHAFFT: White parents have an ideology of integration in this
particular neighborhood of Green Trees. They have very deliberately
moved to this area to ind an economic and racial mixture, and they
have a value in their own minds of bringing their chilch'en up in a
diverse community. 'The behavior, however, is.not matching the ide-
ology perfectly. The parents' own interactions are primarily Kith
white people. They're not primarily with their neighborhood friends
or neighborhood people who live next door Or down the block.

The white children,.in the neighborhood do not ee a great deal
of mixing among adults - except in very specific locations (at the
PTA Meeting, at the neighborhood association which has as one of
its goals integration) , but for the most part, life is not integrated
even in a community which holds integration as a valde.

MERROW: So, what happens is that the kids do what they see their
parents doing -- not-what they hear their parents saying.

SCHAFFT: The children do what they see their parents doing, but
they develop the same values'that their parents have,.too.. There
are no children among the whites in Green Trees who are out-and-out
racists. There are no children who espouse separation of the races
or have bad things to say abouttheir Black classmates. But their
interactions are.primarily with Other white children.

MERROW: Maybe it isn't an integrated community. I mean, we ought
to just talk about what integration means. Does integration mean
that Black kids and whits: kids are going to play together;on a
regular basis?

SCHAFFT: Oh, I think it's, absolutely an integrated community, and I
don't think it's a community that has failed. I.think it's a community
with lots of successes. And I think the school integration has many,
many successes: I am only looking at the kind of "perfect" notion we
have of integration; that, somehow, if we put our children together;
Black children and wl7ite children, they will randomly choose:each.
other to'play with, and that doesn't happen. But they are learning
to know one another. The white children are learning to know many
Black children who have so many talents and so many skills and so many
good qualities that they have. Black peers who they really,respect,
and that, .1 think, is one very good criteria for integration.

.MERROW: Isn't it reasonable for people to say - "Well, why should we
pay'any attention to Mrs. Schafft's research and her conclusions?
After ail, she's a committed integrationist, herself. She lives in'
a community in' which she's a member of the white minority; sends her
kids to the same sort of school. Therefore, her research is undoubtedly
biased.

SCHAFFT: I think that would be a fair statement to make, and I would
answer it.by saying - Of. cOurse; Istarted with value premises. But
I was aware of those value. I think its a rare piece oE social
science research that doesn't start with the investigator having some
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kind of value input into the initial design, and I think it's faulty
o say that that'doesn't/exist. The real problem i to identify
those values and to evaluate how those.valueo; influence the final
product. I think as the year progressed, and I waS interacting more
and more.with the chiddren, and coming home and writing voluminous
notes, and trying m ny diffel:ent approaches to the material,,the
material took on-a life Of its own, and in reporting the material, I
had no value conf icts:about how it had to be reported. The data
stood there and old me exactly how iE had to be reported upon. It
simply was no nger Gretchen 'Schafft's neighborhood school. It was
the Green Tree Project, which had an intellectual life all of its.

own,

MERROW: Y do point up in.your paper a number of disturbing things
that I know that the national 1,:reos has picked up on, and that is,
.for exam e, the white kids who were afraid to go to the barthroOm,
and, in act, never used the bathrooM in the course of the entire
school- ear, but prefer to go home for lunch, or even wet their pants.

SCHAF T: Unfortunately, this is the kind of material that will draw
the ttention, :It is one example of.the kind of territoriality that
exi b. 'The rougher kids in the school haNie located the bathroom as
the place they cah o and-exercise their own dominance during the
sc ool day. And the personnel is not sufficient to man Constant
patroli i.n-and-out of the bathrooms. So, probably, the middle class
Black child also would avoid the bathroom. But the white child,is
So'conspicuous. The white chifd is so obvious, and suCh .a target.
And because thece is the pattern of anxiety that is built into the
child's experience, the child is more anxious and more vulnerable
to the rougher kids in the school, and, so, simply avoids getting
into situationS where he's going to be hassled.

MERROW: So do I. So do we all.

SCHAFFT: Of course, and I did, too. :And, as a child, I remembered
exactly that kind of territoriality existing in a white school -
with different kinds of groupings. Unfortunly, in this school
the groupings tend to be Black and white.

MERROW: In my junior high school, it was the boys' room down by the
shop,1 and I never went there. I don't think there were very many
Black kids in the school.

SCHAFFT: And I think if most adults couldn't relate to that kind
of experience, they wouldn't have picked it up in'reading it in the
press. But thee's the kind of experience that is typical of every-
one's young years.

y

MFRROW: Is beinbg white in a Black world the same, or directly com-
parable to being Black in a white world?

SCHAFFT: Mo, it's not. The national values and the national expec-
tations ale fon white cliildren to succeed and for white experience
to be val.:led. White children have'a great deal to look forward to. ,
They have.every possibility open to theM for employment, for careers,
for education. They speak the standard dialect of the English
language. They coMe from homes in this particular neighborhood where
books and learning are expected parts of the home environment, and
they're going to succeed for the most part. These children are going
to do very well.in their lives.

10
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Black children in a.white environment.have many more things
to.coPe with °They have to cope wiith the mational image, which
is not strong- They have to cope with historical precedents.which
db not tell them that they are going to succeed. They often are
coming out of one or two generations of being middle class', and
not long, long histolies of middle class'associations.

MERROW: You're saying that Green Trees, the particular school,.
the roles are reversed.;',But out in the real world, in the rest of
the world, ;flacks remain a minority. So, you can't just simply
'flip the ocin. ,(

SCHAFFT: No, you can't flip the coin. And'I think it's very
unfai t.c pilt.that kind of a character on this situation. What
I'm tying to say is that being a minority' and experiencing minority
status in America is not easy for'anyone. If you're handicapped,
it's not easy. Sometimes, if you're a woman, it's-noteasy. If
you're the.elderly,,) it's not easy. If you're a white child in a
Black school, it's'not easy. And people develop'strategies'to cope
with that.

MERROW: Do you think it's avaluable experience for those white
kids to be a. minority? ,

SCHAFFT: If I didn't think it was a valuable.experience, I wouldn't
have my Children in the Green Trees School... I think manY of the
white.parents feel that It's an extremely valuable experience, and
for many different reasons. Some parents 'Cold'pe that they wanted
theirechildren to be able to develop the gtrengths that come from
being the oatsider. Many of the parents, themselves, come'from
families of first generation Americans; had a strong feeling for'
the explicit values that a're stated in.the Constitution and-the
American tradition., They/really have a strong feeling that for a
child to know what it's like to have,difficulty it better for the
child's own developalent and character than to have everything too
easy.

MERROW: Since;'your study became known( and got some attention in
the'press, Ms. Schafft, what's happened?

SCIDAFFT: Well-, the reaction has been very mixed:. I think the pro-
fessional community to which I'm relating; as an anthropologist,
has been interested, and the response has been of great interest.
Many regdtsts fox the.research information. In the neighborhood,
the white parents have been very quiet. They've had very little to
sayabout it. They've.asked very few questibns. had'very few
requests for the paper, for instance. I think at probably is hard
for-many white.parents to. take,another look at the experience of
their children, 'and much of that.experience.has been hidden to them
outside of their own purview, and sure they're thinking about it
and mulling it over, and probably the_questions will occur later.

Among the Black community, I think there has been probably the
most reaction, and possibly the most negative reaction. There,
again;.the .feeling is White people don't want us in their schools
and.keep us out all over the country. And, now, the white people in'
"this school are saying our children are making it hard for their.
children. There!..S no way we're going to win. And that's a terrible
Position to be in. And one of the things I Wanted so much td-get
'across to thc,press; and to thp prblic, is that people have tried in

ii
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thi.s c66MUnitye and they've tried hard, and the successes are
significant enough so that the whitepopulation is stable,.and

children are loyal to their school-and happy in their school.
o Arid, if' integration isn't perfect arid if children are developing
` strategies to'cope with that imperfect,,,then I.think we should

congratulate them on their ingenuity, and I think we should look
hard at the situation and help them-cope better.

BLAIR:. Gretchen Schafft talking with John_Merrow in Washington,
: /D. C.

(MUSIC)

"Gretchen Schafft eNplained that her_search has attracted
national attentionand created controversy-among her neighbors -
Black and white, When 'Ihe controversy precedes research,'as

.

has in this next instane, theb there's an open question as to
whether.the project wilt.ever get'under way:- Bill Livek of
meMber station WSIU in i-arbondale, Illinois7-,haa a report on one
such-controversial project.

. ,-,
,

RUBIN: WeIl-i-marij,uana is provided' by the Federal government." As
far as the films-are_concerned, these.areStag films that can be
pUrchased in just about-any,town'in this'countrY.of-decent size.

0 1

.

------:LIVEK: TO-smoke. marijuana and-view erotic films may.sound,like a
good time to soMe, but to Dr. Harris-Rubin, at_Southern,,TIlinois.
University at Carbondale, it's serious business-.2/Dr.Rubin, an' .

SIU. School,of Medicine psychologist says that he wants to find out
if smoking marijuana has any influence on.sek drives. The testing,

f'which will consist of male subjects, erotic films, marijuana and
electronic. devices aLached to-the genitals,...has,sparked interest

. '444.t

,

,.-and.a great deal of 'controversy nationally. _Even Paul Harvey and
Johnny Caison slapped the story into their monologues. 'Tecause of

`.0' 7the/flack and the problems that Dr. Rubinhas. been having in try i
ing'3to start his. experiment, I asked him wny he still continues

xr .
to/pbrsue his goal td.carry out-the-study.,.

, /'
...

RUBIN: Well,.the study' #1, is terribly important to be done.
If:it were not important, it would neverilave been funded by the ,

National- Institute on Drug Abuse. But, right-now, too, of.courSe, '.
..there'os a very important issue, and that is - Who determines What / . ..

experimental research will'be done?_.Is_it.going to be determined-------.
'by expertS.in tfie-field who knowwhatjshOuld be done, and what is
known in the field? Or is.it. gOing to. be determinedgby lay-persons

//who have some feelings - whether theY be moral or whatever - about !.'''
. !?research.

.
.

.

/

n
. -

LIVEK: Why are you not measuring femaled in your study? ,

,

,

,

.

.

.
.

ir

RUBIN: Well, that's for a very simple reason. It's simply becauSe
of.the difference in their anatomy.. It's much easier to.measure /
the arousal of the male,than it is the-female.

;

.

.
.

.

LIVER: Is this not .Sek discriminatidnin some way, shape orform?
.

RUBIN: . Well, only in the sense.that science.has its limitations,
and_the more information we..can get, the better we can.do. AE this_
point in time we do not haVe.an effective and a6curate enough prip-'

,

..cedure t6 measure the wOman.

1 2.
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LIVEK: ,But will the marijuana that Rubin useS'be the same type
that's sold on the street?

RUBIN: Well, of course', marijuana that is purchased on the street
'
varies tremenddusly in its potency beCauSe of the fact.tha it's
grown in various, different-places - whateyer. The 'marijuana
that we will use will be coming from the government. It will be
pre-essayed so we will know exactly how strong, how potent it is
as far as its.THC content, and, therefore, be able to accurately
control how mudh THC each one of our subjects. gets. The quality,
or.the potency, I should say, of the marijuana that we will use
probably will be larger than that that is normally found en the
streets.

LIVEK: Will the volunteers be rol1i4g their own before viewing
the films?

RUBIN: No, absolutely.not. Because if they did,'we would haye no
way of controlling how much THC, or'active ingredient,.they would
receive. In fact, they will smoke it from a spirometer. Now, a
spirometer is a medical apparatus which is designed to measure
lung volume.: It's an apparatus that has ita own amount of gas in
it. 'Generally, that gas is air or carbon Aioxide that is blown .

out of the lungs. In our situation, what we will do is take a
known amount of marijuana and burn it - so that all of the smoke
Trom that known amount of marijuana:is drawn into the spirometer.
ThUs, producing a mixture of marijuana smoke and air in the spirometer
of a known volume. We know exactly how much is in there. Then, we
can have the subject withdraw that gas combination of marijuana
sMoke and air out of the spirometek in aknown amount, and hold it .

in his lungs for a known period Of time so we Can make accurate
comparisons both within and between subjects on the effect of the
drug, and knowexactly how'muCh drug, he has had.

LIVEK: Dr. nbin is actively involved in marijuana research, but
has he ever sMoked the drug before?
I

RUBIN: No, not before - and still. No, I have not used marijuana.

LIVEK: De you use it in your study at all - yourself?

'RUBIN: I, personally, have a philosophy that an experimenter
;should know everything about the study that-he is doing. iherefore,
'in all of my Studies I always act as a subject, allow myself to be
run just exactly the same way any other subject would be - so I
can understand precisely.what the 3ubjects are going through in

the experimental situation. Therefore, yes. In this particular
study,'when we get 'started, I will, prior to running other subjects,

: have myself run as a subject.

LIVEK: There will be no one smoking any marijuana though in Rubin's.
study until he gets immunity from Federal _prosecution. But what is
holding up that immunity?

.

RUBIN: I can't really answe4Ltilat. I'm.sure that the amount of
publicity has resulted in a larger letter.-writinq campaign by some
people,who feel that research of.this nature is immoral, and that
this tYpe of issue could in fact become a campaign issue for some
congressman or whatever. Howir, I would hope that the adminis-
trators and Congress, fok that matter, would understand that science
is science, and mordls°,are morals. Ethics are another thing. Every
person has a right to his'own morals,, but to try and make all people'
behave like one group of people, I think is wrong.
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LIVEK: Dr. Harris Rubin of Southern Illinois University. From
Carbondale, Illinois; this is Bill Livek for OPTIONS IN EDUCATION.

BLAIR: Well., this may.be more than you ever wanted to know about
marijuana, but there's been no shortage of Volunteers. Over 200
students tried to sign up right after the'experiment was announced.
We'll keep you posted.

MERROW: What do you know about rats?

CHILDREN: Ohhhh, They're poisonous.

CHILD: They carry diseases.

MERROW: Right. And what else do you know?
-t

CHILD: They'll bite /ou. And they bite you. You've'got tb get
13 - I mean, 19 shots.

MERROW: Would yoU like to have.a rat as a pet?

CHILD: 'No. I'd rather have a gerbil,

CHILD: I'd rather have a mouse.'.

BLAIR: Well, somestudeats in Western Washington State would rather
'have rats: As a matter of fact - "Rats Galore". John KvasnoSky
has more.

CHILD: At this point, you must push this ball l feet. Here she
must select a red string from 20 others. Once sne au,s,.she gets

.

up on the vertical rope, and then eke a "yes/no" decision.

VIRGIL HARWOOD: At the end of the day, when we've traveled and
worked,hard, we've unloaded the van, set up the Show, did two shows,
.and loaded the van and get back to school at 5:00, and say - "Boy,
I'm sure beat, and it's a.lot of work. But, boy, was that fun:"

KVASNOSKY: For the laot twelve years, 6-grade teacher, Virgil
Harwood, has won friends and influenced a lot of his students with
the help of some animals that most of us would find detestable -
rats. Not your everyday larden-grown variety, but laboratory,rats.
And it's a.program called "Rats Galore".

Since 1964; Harwood has offeLed 6-ghders at the Arton Dale
Elementary School in Gig :iarbor,. Washington, a unique school project
evolving around the loWly rat. When he first started, Harwood used
rats t6 teach his kids basic science and psychology. But, when he
,saw how they turned on to the training and caring of the animals,
.he took advantage of their excitement to introduce them to other
basic'skills like eading and vocabulary, math and speech. He
did it by working up a theatrical program that's spectacular even
by high school standards. His plan Was to have his kids to train
rats to perfOrm simple.and complex tricks, and then let_the students
handle the entire production - from ticket, booth to curtain call,
and to 'let them Also share in the profits.

It worked. In the last five years, giore than 100,000 school
children have paid their 10 to see the "Rats Galore Road.Show".
Harwood says that in training the rats, the students, themselves,.
learn'to deal with the frustrations of educatiOn.

-14
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HARWOOD: So, for example, the task of training a..Fat, to solve a
two-set problem -- if they don't meet immediately 't4ith Success,
then they become bored with the activity. But, then? if they hang
in there - and once they've had one success wieth a rat - then this,
motivates them. So, the next time they realize if they just hang
in there with this rat, the rat's going to respond and its response
will be yery.satisfying and stimulating to them.

"Your voices are one octave higher. than the voices-
.. of an adult. And that makes theM.high pitched. So,

when you.read a script, you have to speak slowly."

KVASNOSKY: "RatS" Galore's" production relies heavily upon.language
arts, Harwood says that proves hard for a lot of his students.
Instead cf books and exercises, he prefers to let the'show's ekcite-

wment do.t.he teaching, I :

HARWOOD: The. script iawritten.in.such a way that it contains a
lot of words.that are designed to fit into the student's Vocabulary..
In Other word'i"; it's a vocabulary study in,dtself. o:als,compile,
I would say',\maybe,a four-to-five.month spelling list'in this script.
So, the Script is.written with these basi,c.skills in Mind, :4so..

11
I -

KVASNOSKY1 What. do you think ol theidea Of children handlina.and'
training ra:s? 'Harwood Says that the reaction of other teaChers .

mixed.

HARWOOD: One response_we-get from'sbme teachers - not too-Mtny 7
they'll".say,' "With a-production like thia, when do yoU ever Ilave
time to teach?",- -And, of course, the answer te that question
that we're teaching all the time during the production. And, of
course, other teachers are very quickto see that there is value
to this project as an educational tool. There.are some teachers
who look at this project and can't understand the value of it, and
what it could mean to a student"

KVASNOSKY: mind, Harwood says there's little doubt that
programs like "Rats Galore" can open up the world of basic'education
for a lot of students.

HARWOOD: I-Ive seen what.excellent attitudes and,energy and effort
that the project produces in stUdents. And I'm t.ryiug constantly
to work at and channel this energy, also, into the acadcmic.out-pUt.
So, the tighter.I can Correlate my basic skil2s programs to the
project, the more effedtive presentation I'm going to make to these
students-of these basic skills.

"You will'be putting or shOw, and it will be
in a,large room Maybe 300 or 406 people in the audience."

KVASNOSKY: For'National Public Radi6, this is John .Kvasnosky in
Seattle.

(MUSIC)

MERROW:' I'm asking if yoU know some ways to save energy.

CHILD:' Ohhh, that's easy.. You can jog a lot, and ride bikes and
ride a horse. And smack a tenniS ball.

MERROW: How does that save energy?
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CHILD: It saves your lungs.

CHILD: And not keeping the lights on all day. And don't have the
oven on too- long.

CHILD: Save energy? You can -- I forgot.

, CHILD: Well, one way to save energy is not using all of it. Oh,
what's the other.word? What did the teacher say about saving energy?

CHILD: Oh, I know how to save gas. Get one of those Datsuns. They
save gas. They get 40 miles per gallon. You should use a generator
that makes elelricity.

CHILD: But it also uses electricity.

CHILD: Oh, well, that vuldn't do much.good.

pILD: To hang up clothes'instead of an electric drYer. Don't use
an elsctric screwdr:ivr. Use a- reE..1 one.'

MERROW: Electric screwdriver?
4

CHILD: Yeah, I saw one in the Sunday paper.'

MERROW: ' What about other electric things - like an electric ide
cream maker.

CHILD: Oh, you should use a hand one.

CHILD: Oh, I know. .An electric tape recorder.

MERROW: You mean - use a hand tape.recorder.

-*CHILD: Yes.

0
BLAIR: Well, those kids have obviously thought about ways of con-
serving energy. But their sources of information seem to be randc,m:

,TV, the Sunday.paper, sometimes even_their teachers. A recent apn-
ference in Michigan focused on techniques for teaChing energyconse.::-
vation In a more structured way. These conferences, funded by the
Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, have-been held in a
number of states. Reporter Sheila Sorvari of member station WKAR
in East Lansing, Michigan, spoke with Project Coordinator Joe janetti.

JANETTI.: YOu know how hard'itris to try to get a law through the
legisla"ture. I'mean, can you imagine the people in Washington all
of a ..sudden saying: "Oh-, sure. Let's commit $14 billion to the
development of solar energy." It's a long way away. They're j.ust
not geing to do ,that..

SORVARI: And that, in a .nutshell, is why th-e Energy Conservation
YQdth Training.Program was begun. The Federal Energy Administration

. is currently funding a-number of small projects to get people thinking
about,the energy situation in America. As one project,: the FEA con-
tracted the Bolton Institute to set up education workshops. Last
year, the workshops were held in six New England States, and teachers
and youth group leaders learned how to teach energy conservation.
Director of the current Michigan program, Joe Janetti, explaineth.
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JANETTI: The way it works is that you bring a number of students,
young peoplel and.a number of adults, youth group leaders and so
on into one room, and start,theM off in the morning discussing
general global.questions: What/ is energy? Where does it come
from? Do we have an unlimited supply? And so on. And,.as the.
day procresses, you get more and more particular kinds of questions.
Until, by the time the day igover, 'each group in the room has
actaally flow-charted a, parficular project that kids can do, that
kies can invent and carry out,which they can see the effect Of.

And not only that - but the projects are such that the Young
'people will have.to interact wtith older people. They'llhave to
go out into the community and !find the resources. Like, if you
want to build a windmill, where do you get the propeller blade?
Wheredo you getthe tower to put it on? And so on. .

SORVARI: Thus far, community response has been favorable, which
iS good 'Since project funds Must come from state soUrces, All
Federal dollars went to the/Bolton Institute to set the rpogram up.
The program in Michigan is being administered.by. Michigan State
University. But Janetti pqinted out that-oncethe process starts,
the.sChool district will decide for itselt judt how they-waht to
handle it.

JANETT1: It's the kind of' organization that's adMinistered bottom=
up as/Opposed to top-down( So, it really depends a great deal On
cooperation, a great'deallon communica:tion. we've been told that. .

we're very-well organized here in Michigarr, and that, in.fact, it,
locks like we might end Up being the model state for the program -
because we have so many people participating at such levels. You
have a situation where yOu have a representative from General.Motors
in the same room with a ,epresentative froM the Michigan Student
Environmental Conference, and-offering to help on the same project.
It's a. very cooperative effort. And my thinking.is that's the kind

,

of thing we need to do to solve some,of the kinds of problems
.facing our country ahd wOrld today; , -

\
,

CHILD: We learned a lotof statistics about how much gas there is
in the world, and how much coal there is, and everything, and where
it's going. And'h6w muchtenergy.by the. year 2,000 we!11 be using,.
and where people expect all of our energy is going to be coming ..

'frOm. And ie's really interesting. It's amazing how much they're .

depending uptvl nuclear poWer, and they're still depending a lot on
'oil by the year 2,000. ,

. . .

\

-SORVARI: :.,id you talk about how much energy the United States uses
.. .

as compared to other countries?'

CHILD: They said that we're 6% of the world's population and we
use between 30% and 40% of the'world's oil. If you ask me, we're
real pigs, but . . . .

JANETTI: 'It's really a great design for commun.ity involvement.
That's what it's. principally about'. It's not really a school type
education project. It's a comMunity-a.wareness project. And it's
using the'schools as an avenue,\or the kids, as an avenue to get
at the popular mentality.

SORVARI: In Vermont, juniorandIsenior liigh school students drew
, up energy saving plans for their'school and approach the school
board for funds. Armed'with $300 and a lot of elbowirease, they
weather-stripped, calked and'covered with plastic all.the windows.
Thus-Saving the, community $2,000 a year in heating costs. they

1 7
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then applied for, and received, a $1,400 mini-grant from Title III
to set up a toll-free Energy Hotline to the school. They also
began a paper recycling project. The piofits went for scholarships
to students planning careers in conservation and forestry.

.

JANETTI: This project focused principally..on high school age and
does go a bit into junior high school age students. However, there
is a part of it whereby those same high school kids would go to an
elementary school and run, you know, a mini-workshop. The idea was
that it would filter both upward in 'age and downward in age from,
say, the 12th to 16-year old group.

BLAIR: Joe Janetti=, Coordinator of a Michigan project which is
looking for ways toteach energy conservation, talking with Reporter
Sheila Sorvari.

One student sums it all up:

"Now, that we're together, I think we''re gOing to -

try to do.more, and, you know, influence more of the
. community and kids at.my school 7 how to save energy
and what to: do, and'then how to influence-parents and

.stuff like that."
,

SORVARIv. Do'you really think students can be effeCtive in implementing
change in the environMent and energy use?

/
"Extremely'so. Yes, I do. Other than helping -

you know, talking to other F,tudents and..talking to
parents, we can also write to congressmen because tha 's .
not so hard for us; And we tan go down to the court
rooms and,talk topeople.of prOminence, you know, wh
have some power inthe cOmmunity;"

BLAIR:'. Our next feature.deals with power of another. kin . Specif-
ically, the corridors of power An the academic community. This egment
of our continuing series on "Wmen in Education" focuses on WOmen in
top administrative positidns in American colleges and universities.
Of the 2,000'colleges and universities; only 147 have women presidents.
And almost all of the 147 preside over women's collegeS. Only four
coeducational colleges, have women'in the top spot, and!no men's.
colleges have female pregidents. Virginia Nordin is the Director of
the Institute for Administrative Advancement, a foundation sponsored
project that seeks to prepare women for top administrative jobs.
Nordin begins her conversation with John with a destription of the
normal path to powex and influence in the university community.

NORDIN:. An administrator who makes academic policy is a former
faculty member with tenure, ugUally brilliant - got tenure early -
became a Department ChairpergOn, se'rved on significant committees.
That's a long apprenticeship, and about the only recognized one to
become a senior academic administrator.

MERROW: Don't women do that?

NORDIN% One of the maior problems now is getting women into graduate
school,and getting them ready pt the beginning. But ttiere's also, a a
problem of women who have graduated over,the years. There have been
women who have graduated, but-they've never been encouraged into these
patterns. They weren'.t seen as future'college presidents, I think.
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And they didn't know how to handle themselves. What I try to do
in my Institute is to simulate academic administration to the

°extent to give women a glimpse downthe corridors of power, and
show them what to do, and how to handle themselves.

MERROW: What do you mean? Simulate academic,administration?
, It sounds like you play games.

NORDIN: Well, I hope not. Well, for example, in academe, a lot
goes on through social affairs. .1 don't think it would be realistic
to carrY on that kind of training institute without having some
social'affairs where people mix, and you learn the kind of stylized
rules of the game. For example, most academic administrators will
tell you, at least on your first acquaintance, that they are stewards
for the.faculty, that they're just there until they can.get this
terrible job over with, and get back to their laboratory, and that
they,have 'very little effect on program.

MERROW: You have a look on your face that says you don't believe
that.

NORDIN: 0Well, I think it's a mythology. It's a very useful and
idealistic mythology, but it isn't the way, you talk to someone when

,. you really want to tell them hoW you get ahead. You tell them to
go to Washington, to get a high visibility position in education,
to join certain organizations, and to move forward. And that-'s the
internal kind of linkages or mentor, or helping hand that men have
Customarily extended to other men because they see them as future
college presidents, but you don't see any of this with women. .They
don't see women as college presidents. They've had other things to
do.

1ERROW:- So, you're trying to teach women to play the games.

NORDIN: Yes, in effect. And to. be qualified, to learn' abAlt
computer simulation,'collective bargaining, neg6tiation, budgeting.,
all tHe kindSof things you need to know. I think they're often .
excused by senior administrators by - "Well, women aren't experienced
'in these areas." But both women and men perceive Women SS-being
Tess able to handle certain areas, and We try o concentrate by.
saying, "Yes, you've had some training in thete,areas".

MERROW: 'Isn't it true that society ,rewards certain kind of behavior
in men - that is,.being assertive; taking charge -,but doesn't
necessarily reward that same behaviot'When it'Sa woman who exhibits
it?

NORDIN': I think that's very true. The way I see it most clearly -
and just recently - are the social pictures of men who file reverse,
disctimination charges and womeh who file affirmative action com-
plaints.. The mon are standing on prin6iple. They'te not going to.
be Stepped on. mhey're standing up for wha"'s right. The.woman is

treuble-maker, ,,lt-shot. We don'tvant to hirser, or ilkive her
around becaute she's always going to be making trouble. It's very
different. Both men and women.perceive'men -and women that Way, but
I guess I would hate to agree with youthat.it's always'going to be
that way-:. It may be a long haul, but 1 .hope that we can-all arriVe

0 >at being human beingt.

Research in.this area becomes dated almost, the moment it's pub-'
fished because all Of us are in such a state ofHflux,of leatning ,

about each other and changing our perceptions.
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MERROW: You know the research. What behavior must a woman
exhihit to get ahead.?

,
NORDIN: Well-r.what I think you're saying is -- If a woman is .

aggressiVe dr assertive, she's an uppity broad

MERROW: You said:that. I didn't say that.

NORDIN: You're-saying that people perceive it that way. Perhaps
that's what I'm trying to say. And I think that's a question. .

Women need'to learn assertiveness and Self-confidence. I've been
discussing with a group of women earlier that one of the preblems
is,that youvdon't validate.a woman's experience until.she's actually
performed a task. Whereas, you see a man as oapable of doing it
because he follows,a similarpattern. And how to change all our
heads around about that 7 both women and men - I don't know. I

don't think It'S sexist to Say-that women need some partcu4r
encouragpment in nurturing through these advancement patterns'until
they begin to feermore confident ontheir own. *And until they're
.confident, they'll be perceived as performing inadequately.

ME11ROW: That'S one of those exclusionary "Catch-22" things. You
can have t.he j.obif you prove that-you're capable, but - however -
you know what.I mean.

NORDIN: In secondary schkol administration, for example, there's
.been a dissertation-in my'department that indicates that women.tend
to have a sort of probationary appointnent: "Well, we'll take her
on and see,how she does." That means that her subordinates,know'

that they:don't reapt.to,her position of authority, nd then,,the
eaction is -- "Well, we tried a woman, but it didn't work out."

.J'ind'she is undermined in her own self-confidence, but she never had
'the same establishment of authority and the backing to begin with
that a man would have. It's just a questiOn of knowing what the
system is and how the game.is played. I mean, it's sort of like -
All organizations have that.kind of private club where there are a.
lot of unspoken rules. And you're lust trying to say that these
are some of the unspoken rules so you can learn to handle it in your
own way. And, also, to say, these are the kinds. Of behavior that
seem to succeed.
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MERROW: You .Say there are a lot of unspoken rules? And you're a
woman; How do you know these unspoken rules?.

NORDIN: WOman's intuition.
7

BLAIR: Virginia Nordin, Director of the Institute for Administrative
Advancement at the University of Wisconsin, talking with John Merrow.

.

(Marlo Thomas & Mel Brooks ComedY Sketch - "Free To Be You & Me")

BLAIR: Amlith a little help from Marlo Thomas & Mel Brooks from the
album, "Free To Be You & Me", that's this edition of OPTIONS.IN
EDUCATION. If you'd like a transcript, send 25 to National Public
Radio - Education, Washington, D. C. 20036. Remember, we're on every

,week. So, you'll have.to identify which program you wantthe tran-
script .of. One way to do that is to tell us which particular report
you're interested in. The address again: -National Public Radio -
Education, Washington, D. C. 20036. A cassette costs $4.00

(MUSIC)
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This program is produced by Midge Hart. 'The Executive
Producer of OPTIONS IN,EDUCATION is John Merrow. I'm Wendy Blair.

CHILD: OPTIONS IN EDUCATION is a .co-production of the Institute
for Educational Leadership.at the)George Washington University and
National_Public Radio3

BLAIR: "Principal support,fOr the'program is provided by the
National Institute of Eddeation. -Additional funds to NPR are
provided.by-the Corporation ;for Public BrOadcasting and to IEL
by thg Carnegie Corporation; the 1.r. S.:Office of:Education,. and
the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation.

CHILD: This is*.NPR - National Public _Radio.

You can SUBSCRIBE to Options in Education and,receive these
transcriptli regularly. The rate for the full:year (November, 1975,
through, Octo), 1976) is $10.00 for individuals and:institutions..

NO partial subscriptions please. We'll send you the.back issues.

l

THANK YOU.


